Subject:		Braking Action

To:			Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:			Ted Christie (USAIR)

Date:			10/22/97

1.	Name of Item

Braking Action

2.	Description of Item

Braking Action Coefficient of Friction. The ratio of the tangential force needed to maintain uniform relative motion between two contacting surfaces (aircraft tires to the pavement surface) to the perpendicular force holding them in contact (distributed aircraft weight to the aircraft tire area). The coefficient is denoted by the Greek letter Mu. It is a simple means used to quantify the relative slipperiness of pavement surfaces. Friction values range from zero to 100 where zero is the lowest friction value and 100 is the maximum friction value obtainable. 

3.	Benefits

	Accurate, frequent, and timely reports of braking action contribute to the safety of flight. FAR 121.601 (a) (c) require that the aircraft dispatcher apprise the pilot in command of conditions and keep the pilot updated when changes occur. The tower Air Traffic Controller is also required to provide the pilot with braking action advisories. Individual airlines obtain braking action reports and maintain them in their own field condition reporting systems. The timely transmittal of braking action information among the airlines would enhance the safety of flight. Every winter season air carrier aircraft encounter runway conditions that lead to incidents.

4.	Source of the Data

	Braking action data is gathered either from a pilot or a ground source. Reports from a ground source are communicated to the ATC tower which then has the responsibility to advise aircraft. ATC may also solicit braking action reports from inbound flights. Pilot braking action reports as well as MU meter reports may be stored in each airline's data base.

5.	Nature of the Data
	
	Pilot braking action reports include the aircraft time, the runway or other airport surface, the time, and the reported condition. Pilot braking action reports are subjective. Airport ground source reports are reported in Mu meter readings or as RCR readings or pilot reports of Good, Fair, Poor, or Nil.
Mu-meter and RCR decelerometer reportsare numeric and come from the airport authorities. Pilot reports are subjective and based on braking action experienced by that pilot in that type of aircraft.







Mu-meter Readings.40 and above	= Good
.36 to .39 		= Ice and Snow Fair to Good
.30 to .35		= Ice and Snow Fair
.26 to .29		= Ice and Snow Fair to Poor
.25 and below	= Ice and Snow Poor
.30 to .39		= Water and Slush Fair
.29 and below	= Water and Slush Poor





RCR Readings
5 and Below		= Nil
6 to 12		= Fair to Poor
13 to 18 		= Fair
19 to 23		= Fair to Good
24 and above	= Good

Pilot Reports

BRAG			= Good
BRAF			= Fair
BRAP			= Poor
BRAN			= nil

6. 	What Must be Done to get this Data on AOCNet?

	In order to transmit the airline information on the AOCNet the airlines need to bridge their current systems to the AOCNet. ATC and/or airport operators would also have to be able to make entries into a system that would bridge directly to the AOCNet. Consideration should be given to adopting a common format such as the European SNOWTAM to disseminate this information.

7. Other Issues

	None

